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Abstract. In this note, we present a thorough investigation of convolution operators
that are naturally associated to vector measures. We characterize those convolution opera-
tors that are weakly compact and compact on Cl(G) and C(G) as well as those that are p-
summing, (1 < p < oo) and nuclear on C(G).

1. Preliminaries. Let G be a compact metrizable abelian group with X a normalized
Haar measure and let A1 be a Banach space. For 1 < p < oo, let CP(G, X) (resp. C°°(G, A))
denote the Banach space of (all classes of) A-Bochner /?-integrable (resp. (all classes of) X-
measurable functions that are essentially bounded) A'-valued functions defined on G. We also
let C(G, X) denote the Banach space of all continuous A'-valued functions defined on G. If X
is the field of scalars, we simply write £P(G) (resp. C°°(G)) and C(G). For an A'-valued measure
of bounded variation n, the formula / * ix(t) — lGj{t - s)d/x(s) defines a bounded linear
operator T^ : CX{G) -+ C\G, X) (resp. T^ : C(G) -» C(G, X)) by T^f) =f*/x for every
fe Cl(G) (resp. C{G)). Such an operator 7^ is called a convolution operator associated to the
measure //,.

For the case where X is reduced to the scalars, convolution operators associated to reg-
ular Borel scalar measures on compact groups have been well studied and understood. For
example, one has the following theorem:

THEOREM 1.1. Let G be a compact metrizable abelian group with Haar measure X. Let /u. be
a regular Borel scalar measure on G. Let T^ : Cl(G) —*• CX(G) be the convolution defined by
T^if) = / * /x. Each of the following statements implies all the others:

(a) the operator T^ is compact;
(b) the operator T^ is weakly compact;
(c) the operator T^ is representable;
(d) the measure fx is X-continuous.

Proofs of these results can be found in [4], [8] and [11] among others. We simply notice
that the implication (b) =^ (c) follows from the fact that every weakly compact operator on
C2(G) is representable; this is of course due to N. Dunford and B. J. Pettis. The equivalence
(c)<!=Kd) is due to A. Coste, a proof can be found in [4, p. 90-91]. The implication (d) => (a)
is a simple exercise and a proof can be inferred from the vector valued case which will
be treated in Section 2. We will see that these equivalences remain true for the vector valued
case.

Moreover, each one of the assertions of Theorem 1.1 is equivalent to every one of the
following theorem.
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THEOREM 1.2. Let G be a compact metrizable abelian group with Haar measure X. Let pi be
a regular Borel scalar measure on G. Let T^ : C(G) -» C(G) be the convolution defined by
T^if) = / * \i. Then the following assertions are equivalent:

(a') the operator T^ : C(G) -*• C(G) is compact;
(b') the operator T^ : C(G) -*• C(G) is weakly compact;
(c') the measure /u, is X-continuous.

Proof. (a')=Kb') is of course obvious. The implication (b')=Kc') follows from a result of
[6, p. 278] and a proof can be inferred from the vector valued case which will be treated in
Section 3.

The implication (c')=>(a') follows from the fact that trigonometric polynomials are dense
in C[(G). To see this, note that if ^ = / • X, where /e C\G), then these exists a sequence \pn)
of trigonometric polynomials such that

l i " W > Wf-Pn II i - 0 .

Since WT^ — TPn\\ < \\f—pn\\\, and since each TPn is a finite rank operator, it follows that T^
is a compact operator. •

More details and related results of this theorem can be seen in [8] and [11]. Unlike the
case of convolution operators on CX(G), we will see in Section 3 that the results of Theorem
1.2 do not hold for their vector valued counterparts. Also in Section 3 we shall give a com-
plete answer to the following natural question.

QUESTION 1. For what Banach space X is the following true?

Given a compact metrizable abelian group G and an X-valued measure of bounded
variation /A on G, then the convolution operator T^ : C(G) ->• C(G, X) is compact whenever
TM is weakly compact.

Finally, we shall study in Section 4 the extension to the vector valued case of the fol-
lowing result.

THEOREM 1.3. Let G be a compact metrizable abelian group with Haar measure X. Let ix be
a regular Borel scalar measure on G. Let T^ : C(G) -+ C(G) be the convolution defined by
Tn(f)=f*iJ>. Then

(a) the operator T^ is J-summing if and only if /z = <p • X where 4> € £°°(G);
(b) the operator 7M is nuclear if and only if (M = <p • X where c/> € C(G).

First, let us fix some notations and terminologies.
NOTATIONS 1. If X and Y are Banach spaces, a bounded linear operator T: X ->• Y is

compact (resp. weakly compact), if T maps the unit ball of A'into a relatively compact (resp. a
relatively weakly compact) subset of Y.

If G is a compact metrizable abelian group, we will denote by G its dual group and by X a
normalized Haar measure on G. If A' is a Banach space a n d / e CX(G, X), we denote by / i t s
Fourier transform, defined as follows:

fly) = lflt)y(t)dX(t), for each y e G.
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More generally, if fi is an A'-valued vector measure of bounded variation on G, we denote by
/i its Fourier transform defined as follows:

P-(y) = ydfJ; for each y € G.

G

Here one should note that w h e n / e C](G, X) and or more generally, when /u, is an X-valued
measure,/(y) and /i(y) are elements of X for each y in G. Also i f / e C\G), and if / e G, we
denote by/ , the element of £'(G) defined by

ft{x) =J{x- t), for each x&G.

The CT-field of Borel subsets of G will be denoted by B{G). If A is a Borel subset of G, then X/f
will stand for the characteristic function of A, i.e.

1 if xeA,

If A' is a Banach space and /x is an X-valued measure on G that is of bounded variation, we
say that /x has relatively compact range if [fi(A) : A e B(G)} is a relatively compact subset
of X.

Finally, all notions not defined can be found in [3], [4] or [11].

2. Convolution operators on Cl(G). Our first result extends the assertions of Theorem 1.1
to the vector case.

THEOREM 2.1. Let G be a compact metrizable abelian group with Haar measure X. Let X be
a Banach space and let /u, be an X-valued measure of bounded variation on G. Let
JM : C\G) -+ C\G, X) be the convolution defined by T^f) =f*/j,for a/lfe C[(G). Then the

following properties are equivalent:

(a) the operator T^ is compact;
(b) the operator T^ is weakly compact;
(c) the operator T^ is representable;
(d) the measure /x = h • X, where h 6 C] (G, X).

Proof, (a) =• (b) =^ (c) are immediate.

(c) =>> (d). The following argument is due to A. Coste ([4, p. 90-91]) for the correspond-
ing scalar case, we shall include his argument which extends to the vector case for the sake of
completeness. Suppose that the convolution operator T^ is representable and let i/r be the
element of C°°(G, Cl(G, X)) such that 7M(/)() = JG f(s)if(s)(-)dX(s), for every /e C](G). The
function \js can be considered as function of two variables in the following manner:

4>{u, v) = i/(u)(v),

for («, v) € G x G.
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Define h e £'(G, X) by h{t) - \G4>{u - t, u)dX{u). For each /e C\G), a simple change of
variable in tandem with Fubini's Theorem establishes the following:

' '

(v + t,v + s)dX(t) j dX(v)

G\G

Again for each v e G and each / e G, if one denotes fv(t) =J{t — v), then one notices that

+ t,v + s)dk(t)dX{v) = f f/v(/ + v)0(v + /, v

GxG GG

= /v*M(v

G

GG

GG

it then follows tha t / * /i = / * fi, for each /e JC'(G). This shows that n = h- X.
(d) =3- (a) Suppose ix = g-X, where g € £ ' ( ( j , A"). Let O',,),,6̂  be a good approximate

identity on the group G [6]. Consider the sequence of convolution operators (Tin) associated
to the sequence of functions {/„}, that is Tin(J) —f * /„, for each /e C](G), where/ * i,,(t) =
jGJ[t - s)in(s)dX(s), for each /e Cl(G). By Theorem 1.1, since the /„ are in £'(G) the opera-
tors Tin are all compact. It follows that for each n > 1 the operator T^Tin is also compact.
Since for every/e Cl(G), we have

= \\f*i»*g-f*g\\<m\\\\in*g-gh, (2.3)
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and since it is easily seen that the sequence (i,,*g) converges to g in C\G,X)[7], the
inequality (2.3) then implies that the sequence {T^Tin} converges to the operator 7^ in the
operator norm and hence it shows that the operator 7^ is compact. •

As a consequence, this result sets up the following characterization of Banach spaces
with the Radon-Nikodym property (RNP); for more details on the RNP see [4].

COROLLARY 2.2. Let G be a compact metrizable abelian group with Haar measure X. A
Banach space X has RNP if and only if for every X-continuous X-valued countably additive
measure of bounded variation fx on G, the convolution operator T^ : £'(G)->- £'(G, X) defined
by T^f) =f * ii for allfe CX{G) is compact.

3. Compact and weakly compact convolution operators on C(G). The study of convolution
operators associated to vector measure on C{G) spaces turned out to be very interesting.
Unlike their behavior on £'(G) spaces where results in the scalar case easily extended to the
vector case, the analogue of Theorem 1.2 does not extend to the vector case. In what follows,
we present two easy examples that illustrate such failure.

EXAMPLE 1. Let T be the circle group. Let /x be the co-valued measure defined by

for every Borel subset A of T. Then the convolution operator T^ associated to the measure \i
is a weakly compact operator on C(T) that is not compact.

Proof. To see that the convolution operator 7^ is weakly compact on C(T), we first
consider T^ as a convolution operator on £'(T). As such 7^ a priori takes its values in
£'(T, c0). We claim that 7^ as actually a bounded linear operator from £'(¥) into C(T, c0)-
This will show that 7"M as a convolution operator on C(T), can be factored through -C'(T)>
and hence it is weakly compact, since the canonical injection from C(T) into £'(T) is weakly
compact [3].

To justify the claim, notice that for /e £'(¥), and for each t € T, one has

n>\

n>\
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where f(s) =J{—s) for every s e T. It is a well known fact [7] and easily seen that the map
/>->/,, and hence the map <t->/( is continuous from the group T into £lJJ)- On the other
hand, since supn[f{n)\ < \{f\\i for every / e £'(¥), the Fourier transform (•) considered as a
linear operator from £'(T) into Co is bounded. Hence, (3.1) shows that the map f i-»/ * /u.(t) is
continuous, hence/* /x e C(T, c0) for each/e £'(¥). It also follows from (3.1) that

ll/*Mllc(T,C0) = sup,eTsupn[/,(«)I = sup,sTsupn|/,(n)| < |[/",||, = |[/1|,.

This proves our claim.
On the other hand, if the convolution operator 7^ were compact as an operator from

C(T) into C(J, Co), then so would the operator S = SQT^., where So : C(T, Co) -» Co is the eva-
luation operator at 0, i.e. So(f) =/(0), for every/e C(T, c0). This cannot be the case since S1

is nothing but
S : C(T) -> c0

S is not compact: indeed the characters form a bounded set in C(T), but clearly, for any two
different positive integers n and «', a simple computation shows that

\\S(ein{)) - S(ein'U)\\ = 1.

This finishes the proof. •

EXAMPLE 2. Let G be a compact metrizable abelian group with Haar measure X, and let
IL be the £'(G)-valued measure defined by

for every Borel subset A of G. Then the convolution operator 7^ associated to the measure n
is a non compact weakly compact operator on C(G).

Proof. As in the proof of the above example, we show that the convolution operator
TM : C(G) ->• C(G,£'(G)) factors through C\G). It is clear that the measure fi defines a
convolution operator from £'((?) into £'(G, £'((?)), still denoted by 7)t. For each/e C\G),
and for each t e £'(0), we have

/ * ii(i) = |/(? — s)dii(s) = /,(^)<//i(^) = / ,

where/is the function defined by j{s) =J{—s), for every s e G. The continuity of the map
ti->f, = / * ii{t) shows that /* /i is indeed in C(G, £'(G)). That is the range of T^ considered
as a convolution operator from £'(G) into £' (G, £'(G)) is contained in C(G, Cl(G)). We also
have for each/e C(G)

= 11/11,.
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This shows that TM : C(G) ->• C(G,Cl(G)) factors through £'(G), and hence it is weakly
compact [3].

On the other hand, if T^ : C(G) -*• C(G, Cl(G)) were compact, then so would the opera-
tor S = S0T^ : C(G) ->• C\G) defined by Sf=f*ix{Q) = / . The operator S is not compact
since it is clearly seen to be a bounded linear operator from C(G) onto C(G). The proof is
complete.

The next result characterizes those convolution operators that are weakly compact on
C(G). Before we state the result, we need the following lemma:

LEMMA 3.1. Let G be a compact metrizable abelian group with Haar measure X. Let X be a
Banach space, and let n be an X-valued countably additive measure of bounded variation
defined on the group G. Let JM : C{G) ->• C(G, X) be the convolution operator defined by
T^{f) = / * / x for all / e C(G) and let % be its representing measure. Then $ is given by
8 0 0 = XA* V-.for every A € B(G).

Proof. We first notice that since the group G is compact and metrizable, the class of
Baire subsets and the class of Borel subsets of G coincide. Thus we are done if we prove that
S(^) = XA * M> for every compact G$ subset A of G.

To see this, let A be a compact Gg subset of the group G. Let (<pn) be a sequence of con-
tinuous functions on G converging pointwise to XA and such that 0 < cpn < 1. For each t e G,
one can appeal to the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem to get

= limn <\\mn<pn * fj.(t) = l imn <pn(t -

G

= XA*

Now let v be in the dual of C(G, X). Then v can be considered as an A^-valued vector
measure of bounded variation (see [4, p. 182]). Then there exists a function g : G ->• X* hav-
ing the following properties (see [2]):

!• lllKOII = 1 |v|-almost everywhere;
2. Ifdv - \(g{t),M)d\v\{t\ for/e C°{G, X).

G G

Thus since for each n,(pn* fi belongs to C(G, X), we have

<pn *ixdv= {g(t), <pn * ix(t))d\v\(t).

G G

We also notice that

\(g(t),<P,, * M ( 0 ) I < HsWIIII^ *MOII < llg(OIIII«fc *
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Therefore, one can once again appeal to the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem to
see that

limn <pn * ixdv = limn (g(t), cpn * fj,(t))d\v\(t)

= \XA * lidv.

G

On the other hand, one notices that for each v in the dual of C(G, X),

(%(A), v) = (T*;(XA), V)

- l im,, <pn

G

<pn), v)

* n,dv.

Hence we see that %{A) = XA * M as desired. This completes the proof. •
We are now ready to characterize those convolution operators that are weakly compact

on C(G).

THEOREM 3.2. Let G be a compact metrizable abelian group with Haar measure X. Let X be
a Banach space, and let /x, be an X-valued countably additive measure of bounded variation. Let
T^ : C(G) -»• C(G, X) be the convolution operator defined by T^(f) =f* fxfor all e C(G). Then
the following properties are equivalent:

(a) the operator T^ is weakly compact;
(b) the measure /z is absolutely continuous with respect to X.

Proof. Suppose the convolution operator 7^ is weakly compact. We first notice that by
Lemma 3.1, the representing measure % of T^ is given by %{A) = XA * M- Since T^ is weakly
compact, it follows that XA* H- &C(G,X) for each Borel subset A. Therefore, for every
character y on the group G, one has

GG

GG

XA(Y)KY)-
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It follows that i$(A)(y) = 0, whenever X{A) = 0. That is %{A) = 0 almost everywhere when-
ever X{A) — 0. Since %(A) = XA * M ' s a continuous function, we simply have 304) = 0
whenever X(A) = 0. It follows that § is A-continuous. Since for each Borel subset A of G,

= X-A *

one sees that /J, is also A-continuous.
For the converse, define for each t e G, the set-function 3 , : B(G) -*• X by

We claim that lim^^ollStO^)!! = 0 uniformly in /. Indeed fix £ > 0. Since by hypothesis
\i is A-continuous, there is a 8 > 0 such that

X(A) < 8 implies \\IA(A)\\ < s.

Let t be in G. By the translation invariance property of the Haar measure A, one has if
X(A) < 8 then X(t - A) < 8, and thus

||gr04)|| = ||JU-(/ - A)\\ < s.

That is for every e > 0, there exists 8 > 0 such that sup,||fy(v4)(f)ll < s, whenever A(/l) < 8.
This proves our claim, and shows that § is absolutely continuous with respect to A.

On the other hand, we also have HgOOHoo < INI, for each A e B{G). That is

' < oo.

This means by [4, Proposition 1.1.11], that the measure % is of bounded semivariation. A
corollary of the Caratheodory-Hahn-Kluvanek Extension Theorem (see [4, p. 27-28]) now
ensures that g- is strongly additive. Thus by [4, Theorem VI. 1.1.], the operator 7"M is weakly
compact. This finishes the proof. •

Our next result characterizes those convolution operators that are compact on C(G).

THEOREM 3.3. Let G be a compact metrizable abelian group with Haar measure X. Let Xbe
a Banach space, and let /u, be an X-valued countably additive measure of bounded variation. Let
T^ : C(G) -*• C(G, X) be the convolution operator defined by T^(f) =f *\x for all fe C(G).
Then the following properties are equivalent:

(a) the operator T^ is compact;
(b) the measure n is absolutely continuous with respect to X and has relatively compact

range.

Proof. Suppose the convolution operator T^ is compact. Then in particular 7^ is weakly
compact, and thus by Theorem 3.2, /LA is A-continuous. According to Lemma 3.1, the repre-
senting measure § of 7^ is given by %{A) = XA* M- O° t n e other hand, since the operator TM

is compact, it is a well known result (see for example [4, p. 161]) that the representing
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measure gf has relatively compact range. Thus the set \XA * M '• A e B(G)) is relatively com-
pact in C(G, X). We notice that n{A) = X-A * M(0) = %(-A)(0). To finish the proof of the
implication (a) => (b) it suffices to notice that the evaluation operator <$0 : C(G, X) -*•
X;f*-*f(0) is a continuous linear operator.

Conversely, suppose that the measure /u, is absolutely continuous with respect to Haar
measure X and suppose \i has relatively compact range. We want to show that the operator
7^ is compact.

Consider the operator 5 : C(G) -*• A'denned as follows: for each /e C(G),

Sf=

Since the measure /z has relatively compact range, the operator S is compact [4]. Therefore,
its adjoint S* : X* -> (C(G))* is also compact. Since for each x* e X*, and for every/e C{G),
we have

(S*x*,f) = (x*,Sf)=x

it follows that S*x* = x*/x. Since the measure fM is absolutely continous with respect to X, we
see that the operator S* takes its values in Cl(G). Moreover, the compactness of the operator
5* implies that the set K- [x*/x : \\x*\\ < 1} is compact in C\G).

Now for each ; e G and for every x* e X*, consider the element x* ® S, of (C(G, X))*
given by (x* ®&t,(p) = x*<p(t) for every <p e C(G, X). Then we observe that for e a c h / e C(G),

(T^ix* ® S,)J) = (x* ® 8,, TJ) = x*f

where /u,, is the measure denned by ^,(A) = /u,(t - A). Thus r* (x* <g> 5,) = x*/z,. Since /x is A-
continuous, so is the scalar measure x*fi, for each x* e X* and for every / € G. That is the set
7^(£) lies in £'(G), where S = {x* ® <5, : ||x*|| < l , / e G ) . W e are going to show that in fact,
the set 7^(£) is compact.

To this end, we first notice that the map

<i>:Gx£\G)-> £\G)

where f,(s) =J[t — s), is continuous. Indeed if (?„,/„) converges to (t,f) in G x C{{G) then

11/, -fn,Ji <\w~u) -Atn - u)\dX{u)
G

Atn - u) -fn(tn - u)\dX{u)
G

= ¥, " A 111 + \if-fn 111-
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For eve ry / e £'((/), it is easily checked that the map t\-*ft is continuous (see for example
[7]). One then deduces the continuity of <p. It follows that the set T* (£) is compact as the
image by 4> of the compact G x K. This proves our claim.

Now for simplicity, let B denote the unit ball of the dual of C(G, X), and let ext B be the
set of its extreme points. Thus we have

=7——=r-weak* /Tl(B) c r;co(ext 5) C co(r*(ext B))
-weak *

It is a well known fact [10] that ext B is contained in £. This implies that 7^(ext B) is com-
pact and by Mazur's Theorem (see [4]), so is co(T* (ext B)). It follows that in particular
co(7£(ext B)) is weakly compact and thus it is weak* closed. Therefore

-weak *

Accordingly,

This shows that 7^(2?) has compact closure and hence terminates our proof. •

As promised in the introduction, we are now ready to give a characterization of
those Banach spaces X where for every ^-valued measure of bounded variation, the con-
volution operator 7^ : C(G) -> C(G, X) is compact as soon as it is weakly compact. First let
us recall that a Banach space X has the complete continuity property (CRP) if for any
A'-valued measure of bounded variation pi defined on a group G, which is absolutely con-
tinuous with respect to Haar measure, the measure [i has a relatively compact range. For
more on the CRP property see [5] or [9]. Our next Corollary gives a complete answer to
Question 1.

COROLLARY 3.4. Let G be a compact metrizable abelian group with Haar measure X. A
Banach space X has the complete continuity property if and only if for every X-valued measure
fi of bounded variation, the convolution operator T^ : C(G) -*• C(G, X) defined by Tllf=f* fj,,
for f e C(G), is compact whenever it is weakly compact.

4. /7-summing and nuclear convolution operators on C(G). In this section, we shall study the
vector valued counterpart of Theorem 1.3. More precisely, we shall examine those convolu-
tion operators that are either /^-summing or nuclear. Recall that a bounded linear operator T
from a Banach space X into a Banach space Y is said to be p-summing (1 < p < oo), if there
exists a constant C > 0 such that for any x\,X2,---,xninX

(4.1)
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We denote by np(T) the /^-summing norm of T, which is the smallest constant C such that the
inequality (4.1) holds. The operator Tis said to be nuclear if there exist sequences {.*„}„> i in
A" and {x*}n>1 in X* such that

Tx = y\x*(x).x,,, for each x e X

and

For an extensive study of/^-summing and nuclear operators, we refer the reader to [3]. We
first consider the case of the /7-summing convolution operators for 1 < p < oo.

First let 1 < q < oo and l/p+ \/q = 1, and let /z be a vector measure defined on a
compact metrizable abelian group G with values in a Banach space X. For every measureable
set A c G, let SP(A) be the set of all the step functions/= E,a,X/(, e C(G) where the At are
disjoint Borel subsets of G contained in A, and such that \\f\\p < 1. For a Borel subset of G,
the q-semivariation of ii at A is defined as follows:

jiq(A)= sup

A vector measure \i valued in a Banach space X is said to be of bounded q-semivariation if
jJLq(G) < oo, and the measure is said to be of bounded average range if there exists a constant
C > 0 such that \\fx(A)\\ < CX(A), for each Borel subset A of G.

The following fact is well known [2] and will be used later.

REMARK 4.1. A vector measure /z is of bounded average range if and only if it is of bounded
oo-semivariation, i.e. /Xoo(C) < oo.

Proof. Clearly, we have

.diKAi)\\ =
AeB(G)

So if/Ioo(G) < oo, then ||/x(yi)|| < /iooCG)^^) for each Borel subset A of G.
Conversely, i f / = S,a,x^, e «S'(G), then since the At are disjoint Borel subsets of G we

notice that \[f\\x = ||£|a,-|;of,||i, and therefore

< 11/11 iSupSc
KB)
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This of course shows that jloo(G) < oo if /x is of bounded average range. •

The reader is referred to [2] for the following result.

THEOREM 4.2. Let G be a compact metrizable abelian group with Haar measure X. Let
1 < P < oo and \/p + \/q = 1. There is an isomorphism between the set of all bounded linear
mappings U : C(G) ->• X and the set of all the measures v : B(G) -*• X of bounded q-semi-
variation given by the equality

U(f) = J/rfu, forfe C(G),
G

and in particular

v(A) = U(XA),

for every Borel subset A of G. Moreover, if U and v are in such correspondence, then
\W\\ = vq{G).

Before stating our next result, we shall include for the sake of completeness the following
well known result (see [3, p. 56] for a more general statement).

LEMMA 4.3. Let G be a compact metrizable abelian group. Let X be a Banach space, and
let (x be an X-valued measure of bounded variation. Let T^ : C(G) —> C(G, X) be the convolution
operator defined by Tfl(f)=f*fx for all feC(G). Suppose that T^ is p-summing, for
1 < p < oo. Then T^ factors through C{G).

Proof. First for eve ry /e C(G), consider/_,(y) =f(y + t). Then clearly/_, e C(G) and a
simple calculation shows that

il/L,*Mll = ![/•* Mil- (4-2)

Now suppose rM is /j-summing. One can find a non-negative Pietsch measure [3, p. 48] a on
the group G such that

Here ^ ( T ^ ) denotes the /^-summing norm of the operator T^. Define a, e C(G)* by

(a,J) = (a,/_,>,

for a l l / e C(G) and for every t e G. It then follows from (4.2) that

\ l

This shows that a, is also a Pietsch measure for the operator 7^. It is easy to show that the
map G -* C(G)*: II-KJ, is continuous when C(G)* is endowed with the weak* topology. Thus
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the weak* integral J a,dX(t) exists. Therefore there exists a measure v e C(G)* such that for
every feC(G) G

G

Thus v is a non-negative regular Borel measure and since

we see that v is a probability measure. Thus by integrating both sides of (4.3) one has, for
each feC(G),

This shows that v is also a Pietsch measure for T^. To finish the proof we only need to show
that v is translation invariant, and so must coincide with the Haar measure X on G. To this
end, note that for any to e G a n d / e C(G), if we use Fubini's theorem and the translation
invariance property of the Haar measure we have

G GG

= J J / 0 + to)dat{s)dX{t) = | jfis + t0 + t)da{s)dX{t)
GG GG

GG GG

+ t)da(s)dX(t) = j ^f[s)d<r,(s)dX(t)
GG GG

We now state our next result which characterizes those convolution operators which are p-
summing on C(G).

THEOREM 4.4. Let G be a compact metrizable abelian group with Haar measure X. Let X be
a Banach space, and let ix be an X-valued measure of bounded variation. Let
T^ : C(G) -» C(G, X) be the convolution operator defined by T^f) =f*fifor allfe C(G). Let
1 < p < oo and \/p + \/q= 1. Then the following properties are equivalent:

(a) the operator 7M is p-summing;
(b) the measure JX is of bounded q-semivariation.
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Proof. Suppose the convolution operator T"M is p-summing. By Lemma 4.3 there exists a
bounded linear map U : C(G) -> C(G, X) such that Ujp = T^ where jp : C(G) -> C(G) is the
canonical injection. Let So : C(G, X) -» X denote the evaluation operator defined by
So(f) —J{0). Consider the operator

Uo = 80U : £P(G)-+ X

Let v be the measure of bounded g-semivariation associated to the operator UQ. By Theorem
4.2 we have U0(f) = \fdv for every fe C{G). We then notice that for everyfe C(G),

G

J/(0<M0 = t/oCO = £/(/)(0) = / * /*(0) = | /(-0^(0-
G G

That is /x = i/, where u'(/l) = v{-A). This shows that n is of bounded ^-semivariation.
Conversely suppose the measure \i is of bounded ^r-semivariation. Let U : C(G) -> X be

the bounded linear operator associated to [i as in Theorem 4.2. Then £/(/) = J/tf/x, for
/ e £P(G). One has G

= II \fdn\\ < WfipP-giG) = \\ft\p\\Ul
G

It follows that for every/e C(G), and for every t and ?' in G

IIA' < \\ft -h

where _/(s) =J[—s) for every s e G . This shows that the convolution operator C/M : >C(G) ->
C(G,X);f\->f*fj, actually is a bounded operator into C(G,X), and that \\U^\\ < \\U\\. It is
plain that the following diagram commutes:

C(G) -^> C(G, X)

JP\ /Up
CP(G)

where jp is the canonical injection. This diagram clearly shows that the operator 7^ is p-
summing, and completes the proof. D

In view of Remark 4.1, we have the following result.

COROLLARY 4.5. Let G be a compact metrizable abelian group with Haar measure k. Let X
be a Banach space, and let /x be an X-valued measure of bounded variation. Let
T^ : C(G) -> C(G, X) be the convolution operator defined by T,JJ) =f*fi for all fe C(G).
Then the following properties are equivalent:

(a) the operator T^ is 1-summing;
(b) the measure \i is of bounded average range.
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REMARK 4.6. It follows from Theorem 4.4 and Corollary 4.5 that if X is a Banach space
that has the Radon-Nikodym property (RNP), and \x is an Jf-valued measure of bounded
variation, then 7^ : C(G) ->• C(G, X) is ^-summing (1 < p < oo) iff there exists <p <= C(G, X)
such that ii = <j> • X, in particular 7^ is 1-summing iff \i = 4> • X for some 0 e £°°((?, .Y).

We finish this section by studying those convolution operators that are nuclear on the
space of continuous functions C(G).

THEOREM 4.7. Let G be a compact metrizable abelian group with Haar measure X. Let X be
a Banach space, and let \x be an X-valued measure of bounded variation. Let
TM : C(G) ->• C(G, X) be the convolution operator defined by TJJ) =f*ixforallfe C(G).
Then the following properties are equivalent:

(a) the operator T^ is nuclear;
(b) there exists h 6 C(G, X) such that ^ — h • X.

Proof. Suppose the operator 7^ is nuclear. Let % be the representing measure of TM.
Then § is a countably additive C(G, A^-valued measure of bounded variation and there exists
geC\G,\is\,C(G,X)) such that % = g • \%\ (see for example [2, p. 173]). Here
£[(G, \%\,C(G, X)) stands for (all classes of) |g|-Bochner integrable functions on G with
values in C(G, X). Moreover, one should note that the function g is actually an essentially
bounded function.

Since the operator T^ is in particular 1-summing, by Corollary 4.5, the measure fi. is of
bounded average range. It then follows that for every t 6 G, and each Borel subset A of G
and for some constant C > 0,

\\%(A)(t)\\ = \\XA * KOW = Mt - A)\\ < CX(A).

Thus since the measure gf takes its values in C(G, X), one deduces

< CX(A).

This shows that $ is of bounded average range and its variation satisfies |£y| < CX. Therefore
% — (p.X for some (j> e C°°(G, C(G, X)). The function 0 can be considered as function of two
variables as follows

</>(«, v) = 4>{u)(v), for each (u, v) e G x G.

As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we define h e C](G, X) by

G

We claim that A is a continuous function. To see this, we notice that

h(s)= \<p(u-s,u)dX(u)

G

= 4>{v, v + s)dX{v).

G
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Therefore,

P ( 0 - h(s)\\ = || | <A(v, v + t) - <P(v, v +

< f \
G

G

\\cp(v, v + 0 - 0(v, v,

Since the function /i->(/>(v, v + /) is continuous for each v e G, the integrand in the last inte-
gral converges to zero as / tends to s, for each v e G. On the other hand, the following
inequality clearly holds

An appeal to the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem now establishes our claim.
The same reasoning as in (2.1) and (2.2) now shows that [i = h • I.

Conversely, suppose ii — hk where h e C(G, X). Consider the map g : G ->• C(G, X):
yt-*hy. Then clearly the function g is continuous and therefore it is /l-Bochner integrable.
Now fix e > 0. According to Lemma 3 of ([4, p. 173]), there is a sequence (<j>n) in C(G, X) and
a sequence of Borel sets (£„) such that

n=\

A-almost everywhere, and

f v~* f
Wg\\dA < / \\<t>n\\MEn) < \\g\\dA + e.

J jrrt J
G G

F o r / e C(G), we have

W ) =/* A = f AF) £ <teO)^O)

oo »

= E
Obviously, the map / t - > L n ( / ) = J/<£! is a bounded linear functional on C(G) and

W ) = £ Uf)<Pn and

n=l
u

This proves that TM is nuclear and ends our proof. •
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